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Young people in America are suffering
from the effects of crime, negative peer
pressure, and family dysfunction. Wrong
choices are being made. Wrong paths are
being taken. Everyday in our communities,
guns are fired, drugs are sold, and families
are ripped apart. This is a WAKE UP call.
America, this is an EMERGENCY.
Another day does not have to pass. Another
teenager does not have to end up wounded,
in jail, or dead. Together we CAN begin to
make the changes that we need in our
communities. This is an Emergency was
written by James Henry after he saw and
experienced the effects that negative peer
pressure, crime, and drugs have on
Americas youth. A gifted poet, Henry uses
a popular form of literature to
communicate the message of hope,
restoration, and salvation through Jesus
Christ. Here are just a few of the powerful
poem titles: Theyre Thugs Too; Life,
Without Parole; 4-1-1; Bang! Bang!; Listen
to the Old Man; Young Girl, You Are
Beautiful; That Short Skirt; Stay Smart
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